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the case with parts of the Provencal sea-coast, came mainly
from the inactive pursuit of sticking little tin funnels into
the trunks of fir trees and collecting in the little cups hung
below the funnels the precious resin from which tar was
manufactured. And, after the war. North Carolina had
succumbed to the Northern industrial invasion with a
readiness that, as far as I knew, left her as hideously pock-
marked as the industrial districts of Pennsylvania itself.
. . . Indeed, one day a bus in which I found myself going
to Charleston stopped for a quarter of an hour or so in front
of the University building on Chapel Hill, and an inhabi-
tant got in and began to talk to a friend already in the bus
about all the glories of North Carolina. . . . About its
having the largest cotton denim factory in the Universe
and the largest all sorts of other things. (I have looked them
up since and find they included the largest hosiery mill,
the largest towel mill, the largest damask mill—each
respectively in the Universe—and the largest underwear
factory in the United States. ... I wonder what happy
land contains the largest in the world. . . . Bradford or
Leeds, I suppose, or some such hell.) And, said that inhabi-
tant, pointing to the pleasant-looking Old South Building
of the University, you may think that in that place they teach
only mush and flummery, and that the boys who go there
are afterwards only useless lumber. . . . But that wasn't
at all the only side. . . . For apparently the University
had a Science department that, said that orator, would end
by making the Tarheel State the Mass Product and Ersatz
cynosure of the world "In every department of Trade."
. . , Though it was getting on for ten years ago I remember
that fellow's heavy voice as he repeated twice over "In
every department of Trade." And the bus carried me
onward with a heavier heart than I have had for long
and long. . . . And then I happened to come across in
Charleston a pleasant North Carolinian who begged me
to read an article about his State that had just appeared
in one of the monthlies. It consisted, as far as I could see
at a glance, of the usual sort of bilge about factories, and was
distinguished by an exordial paragraph that struck me with

